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Omfg we finally have a facebook page pls like <3 
 a n g e l a  l e ,  mathN E WS  e d i tO r  f O r  S p r i n g  2 0 1 7 

a lO n g  w i t h  S h au n da l e e  C a rva l h O,  a n d  h e at h e r  S tO n e h O u S e

"What Should mathNEWS gEt aS a pEt?"
Go to type » text Variables » Define… in the menu bar, anD upDate the issue number, its 
Volume, publication Date, et cetera. chanGes will take effect across the entire paper.

Apparently all anyone wanted to write this issue was reviews.

Welcome back for Spring Term, nerds! mathNEWS has a special 
feature this week: mathaSKS went all out and questioned the 
President of the University, Feridun Hamdullahpur himself! 
I know, I know, we actually did it! I was surprised as you are! 
Feel free to page forwards if you only grabbed this issue to 
read insightful answers from the meme man himself.

We also have about a billion review articles, for whatever 
reason. I guess it was the thing to do this week? I'm 
disappointed no one thought to review mathNEWS, I was 
looking forwards to finding out once and for all if it's a 
publication worth reading or not.

Our masthEad answers will be over to my right somewhere 
(I know nothing about the mystical dark arts of layout: I am 
but a humble grammarmancer), but the question they will be 
answering is "What should mathNEWS get as a pet?" Despite 
being the one to come up with this question, I really don't 
think that mathNEWS needs to have a pet to take care of. It 
might get loose in the office and drink the Orbitz we have up 
on a shelf, and that would be a tragedy. Maybe.

Speaking of pets, if you're interested in helping out with 
mathNEWS by becoming a writer or editor, we're always happy 
to accept help! There are three ways to get involved: show up 
at production night, fire us an email, or write a complicated 
letter explaining your childhood in triplicate and then set it 
on fire by the riverbend at the witching hour.

Speaking of the witching hour, have you ever seen a ghost? 
I have. Well, if you broaden the definition of ghost to include 
things I have definitely seen, anyway. If you redefine my 
roommate as a ghost, then I have definitely seen a ghost. 
Actually, that's a handy trick to do anything! Just redefine it as 
something you've done, and then boom! You've done it!

On that note, I guess I've done the masthEad!

Happy Friday! 
toBeDeterminED 

Editor, mathNEWS

hardly eric Edible goldfish

gBad Naked Mole Rat named Rufus

Objective tastes Dragon flies (lifespan 4 months) 

yaBoi MyBoi

villager Brian Hane

heinousanus ExtrovertED

yddtK an eng student

vice Mitt An infinite number of monkeys to automate the 
creation of mathNEWS articles

yahoo's Bin lock A soybean plant

Shay Blair A chicken thats lays pizza

Beyond Meta A winged antlered platipi

theodore Bear A bear (preferably Grizzly)

Zethar A paper dragon

diminutive rex A frog! They so cute <3

viceroy Butterfly MR GOOSE

theundecided A unimaid (half unicorn, half mermaid)

toBedetermined anything but f&*%$#@ minions

extroverted A vegetable 

totallylegitauthor A Parastratiosphecomyia sphecomyioides

not filler, i promise A duck

real writer A duck

the realest writer A goose

first things first Tag, you're it!

i'm the realest An alligator

iggy azalea Bees?

Swen htam A winged lion

Mr goose A viceroy butterfly

i.M. arealBoy A giant whale that eats puppets

frank A Rufus named Naked Mole Rat

Susan A pizza that lays chicken

realperson00492 A grizzly (preferably a bear)

notarobot02976 A pet rock

rapunzel A chameleon named Pascal

Mr. worldwide A pitbull

masthEad



hoW to mathNEWS
Hello all. It is I, returned from a co-op term outside Waterloo. 
I’m a little out of practice, since I didn’t submit any articles 
last term, as I was too busy chilling, living life, and crafting 
the highest quality bullshit for PD5 and for my work term 
report. If you too are out of practice and have forgotten how 
to mathNEWS, or if you are new and have never known how 
to mathNEWS, have no fear; I’ve got your back. Behold, a 
complete list of steps to follow if you want to mathNEWS:

1. Watch out for emails or signs near stairs in MC that 
will tell you when production nights are. If you’re 
unobservant or you don’t know where MC is*, then 
just remember that the first production night is 
May 8th, and production nights are every other 
Monday after that. [Editor's note: or like our new 
Facebook page!]

*If you don’t know where MC is, you should probably just drop 
out of school.

2. On production night, show up at the MathSoc 
office at 6:30 pm. You’ll be brought to one of MC’s 
second floor computer labs (probably MC 2062), so 
if you show up late and there are no mathNEWS 
people at the office, just go directly downstairs. Do 
not pass GO, do not collect $200.

3. Once you have arrived in the computer lab, get 
yourself set up to write comfortably. If you feel 
like being social, sit near other people so you can 
chat and minimize the amount of actual writing 
you get done. If you hate everyone* or feel like 
being anti-social for any other reason, plug in 
headphones, play some music and do your best to 
ignore everyone.

*Note that if you really, really hate everyone, you can write 
articles from the comfort of your own home and email your 
articles to mathnews@gmail.com by 8:00 am on the day 
following production night.

4. Write something. Like, anything. Our standards 
are extremely low. Like Apple-Bottom-jeans-and-
the-boots-with-the-fur low. And nothing ever gets 
published under your real name anyway, so you’re 
totally allowed to suck anonymously. Basically just 
write something that’s not super-offensive and we’ll 
print it.

5. Pause your music/socializing/writing/dicking 
around when an editor announces pizza voting 
time. Contribute your ideas and/or votes for pizza 
orders. It is important to remember at this stage of 
the mathNEWS-ing process that pineapple DOES 
go on pizza, no matter what the haters and non-
believers try to tell you. If you are not present at 
production night, but have written something and 
want pizza, email mathNEWS to let them know by 
7:00 pm.

6. After the pizza vote, continue as before until the 
pizza arrives. At this point, proceed upstairs to the 
C&D. Try not to drool in anticipation too much; it 
scares the first years.

7. Eat a larger than healthy amount of pizza, cookies, 
and other such delicious trash that is provided to 
writers.

8. Loudly explain to anyone who will listen that 
calories honestly don’t even count when the food 
is free.

9. Go home and sleep peacefully with a belly full of 
free pizza. Or go home and work on an assignment 
or something. I don’t care, I’m not trying to tell you 
how to live your life.

10. Repeat forever until you graduate/drop out/die/get 
sick of free pizza.

TheUndecided

WE arE Not a 
NEWSlEttEr
Now, one thing that mathNEWS is not is a newspaper. That's 
because newspapers must be printed on newsprint, which is a 
standard we clearly fall short of (as is evidenced by the creamy 
white paper behind this article).

The official ISSN category of mathNEWS falls in journal: 
magazine: periodical. This is the same category in which 
Imprint falls, as well as the New York Times.

What is a newsletter? A newsletter is "a bulletin issued peri-
odically to the members of a society, business, or organization" 
(Google). Unlike a newsletter, we are not only available by 
subscription: you can access our news in piles in MC and DC, 
or on our website.

Calling us a newsletter just feels a little bit insulting, is all 
that I'm trying to say here. It may technically not be incorrect, 
the same way it would technically not be incorrect to call The 
Wall Street Journal a newsletter, as it does have subscribers. 
But the word 'newsletter' implies a certain inferiority to 
true newspapers and journals. As a publication that is being 
preserved in the Canadian National Hall of Records, we'd like 
to think that we have a little more cachet than the 'Jenkins 
family newsletter'.

Remember, words can hurt. And if you're looking to get into 
a war of words, I wouldn't advise doing it with us. We know 
words. We have the best words. No one has better words than 
us.

Diminutive Rex
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mathaSKS 134.1
featurinG feriDun hamDullahpur 

the editors, on behalf of r/uwaterloo: how does it 
feel to be an internet meme? is there anything that 
you would like to say to or ask those who enjoy and/
or make memes of you?

The humour among our students has changed since I was 
a student, and the proof is in one or two memes my social 
media team has shown me.  While I don’t always understand 
them, I certainly always enjoy the creativity and intellect of 
our students.

lifeinsurancecanada (via reddit): who's your 
favourite mathematician? what's your favourite 
theorem? what's a cool application of math that you 
use in your job?

2 +2 = 16 is a phrase I use to express the vibe a UW. Our 
results are exponential!  Elver is probably one of my favourites 
as I use the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model for my 
multi-phase flow research.

neatoburrito: i saw you walking into lcbo as i was 
walking out about two weeks ago, and it was actually 
my first time seeing you in person. what's your 
recommendation for a good cabernet sauvignon? or 
are you more into scotch? craft beer?  

I have a tradition to bring wine as a gift to housewarm-
ings or as a thank you gift. This has a traditional sentiment 
that implies joy and prosperity may reign forever on the host. 
But, I don’t drink cabernet sauvignon. I do like single malt, 
Lagavulin or Talisker.  

generic author: what is your dream breakfast? 
like, your no-holds-barred, all-you-can-eat dream 
breakfast, real-world feasibility be damned. go wild.

I thoroughly enjoy a plate of fresh tomatoes, avocado, feta 
cheese, fresh orange juice and perfectly crafted espresso in the 
morning. 

a crafty player: would you come to mathsoc's games 
nights?

That sounds intriguing. I can’t promise but let me know 
more about it and I can see what I can do. 

nameless grad student: do you still try to do 
research? if not, do you miss it?

A: I’m fortunate to be able to have a few excellent graduate 
students and so together, I am able to stay connected. 
Research has been a big part of my career and I cannot think 
of my life without it. I am, together with my students able to 
publish 3-4 journal papers each year.  

george lambrou: mr. president, this term has been a 
big one for mathNEWS. our writership has expanded 
to include not only more students, but professors, 
advisors, and university presidents too; the paper 
has been redesigned from the ground up not just for 
readability's sake, but to make it easier for future 
editors to actually create and publish it as a quality 
product; i've been working with the dean of math's 
office for months now to sort out the mess that is 
our paperwork and assure mathNEWS' continued 
existence; i've given three brand-new editors a 
hellish, trial-by-fire training experience, also to 
ensure mathNEWS' continued existence; and finally, 
i've spent far too many late nights in the mathNEWS 
office to count, so that when we faltered, i could 
still try to keep the deadlines met, all to preserve 
a valuable piece of school history. in recognition of 
all of this hard work, and the sanity we've sacrificed 
doing it, i respectfully request that the university 
consider awarding us editors school credit for our 
efforts.

I congratulate you on doing what it takes to keep the 
mathNEWS going.  That is what Waterloo students do.  I can’t 
commit to the idea of credit for this initiative but I would 
certainly suggest you speak with Chris Read, Associate Provost, 
Students.

the eurobeat-'em-up: a good number of us have ideas 
that we think could help our school improve in a 
number of areas, but feel like we have no outlets 
to get them heard. how might one approach bringing 
such an idea directly to you?

I am happy to meet as many times as I am able to with 
students/groups to hear about their experience, ideas, 
suggestions.  You are also always welcome to send an email to 
president@uwaterloo.ca or call Andrea Kelman in my office 
(32202).  She is always happy to meet students.  The mantra 
in our office is T.E.A.M.  (Together Everyone Achieves More).  
Our office works together in a participative environment 
where new ideas and new ways of doing things are always 
welcome.

mechem20 (via reddit): would you consider restoring 
full scope and authority to the ombudsperson role? 
right now there's literally no one we can go to 
and get effective change where it's needed. things 
just seem to be getting worse along multiple lines 
where the community cares about an issue, and the 
uw administration doesn't. our only recourse these 
days is a petition, which only works for high-profile 
issues.

I absolutely think it is important for students to have access 
to support on campus.  We do not have plans to reinstate an 
Ombudsperson at the University, rather we are working in a 
decentralized model where students can access support via 
Conflict Management and Human Rights Office, Student 
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Success Office, Associate Dean offices, Secretariat, Student 
Appeals and the Equity Office. 

GbaD:  when will somethinG be Done about 
the lack of stuDy/Group work spaces on 
campus? there neVer seems to be enouGh 
useful space (outlets, table spaces, Group 
work areas) aVailable for stuDents.

The expansion of study spaces in public areas, within 
academic buildings, across campus continues to be a priority.  
Recently, 178 study spaces were added as part of this initiative.  

The recently constructed facilities such as the AHS Addition, 
Hagey Hall Hub, Science Teaching Complex and Engineering 7 
include dedicated study space & social space.  

The soon-to-be-constructed Student Life Centre/PAC 
addition and the North Campus Field House will provide a 
significant increase in social and recreational spaces.

So, study-onwards!

an anonymous math student 2 (via email): why does 
the school have so many engineering buildings, and 
so few math ones?

A significant portion of the Engineering’s teaching and 
research space is dedicated to heavy labs and wet labs. If we 
break it down by numbers:

Math is in 3 buildings which total approx. 66,000 square 
meters (710,000 square feet)  

Engineering is in 9 buildings which total approx. 96,000 
square meters (1,030,000 square feet) 

hatofchocolate: as a soon-to-be-alumni, why should 
i donate to uw? it seems like only engineering 
buildings are under construction, and math/cs 
seem to be chronically underfunded. (for instance, 
next term's 400-series courses are horribly 
over-enrolled.)

You should donate to Waterloo only if it comes from your 
heart.  I want your engagement and relationship with the 
University which is most important.  Many alumni who 
came before you did donate —and their generosity benefits 
us all; including you. It is a great way to pay-it-forward.  We 
have a history of proud alumni who continue to support the 
University and it is a way of staying connected with your alma 
mater, not only as an alumni but part of the Waterloo family 
and its future.

While buildings under construction are a visible way to 
see dollars at work, faculties are responsible for prioritizing 
their funding needs.  Alumni are empowered and can easily 
designate their donations to support specific Mathematics 
and/or Computer Science priorities.

Donations are used to support equipment and technology 
in classrooms and labs, libraries and athletics, student health 
and wellness, enhancements to learning and teaching spaces, 
opportunities to study and work abroad, and a robust program 
of scholarships, bursaries and other financial awards. 

Tuition fees and government funding are Waterloo’s primary 
source of operating revenue, but they only cover part of the 
entire cost of education.  

Pay it forward for future Math grads!

shay blair: what are your feelings on uw's reputation 
as a school that isolates and overstresses its 
students? are there any concrete plans to change 
this (instead of vague reassurances)?

scythe marshall: is it possible that instead of 
making more mental health services available 
and publicised, we should focus on making post-
secondary education a less-unhealthy pursuit?

diminutive rex: how do you think the university can 
get better at making the students feel as if the 
university cares about them and their success?

versatile parsley: in academia, the measure of a 
student's performance is grades. in waterloo, it 
seems that we also have co-op jobs as a measuring 
stick. western society also measures people's worth 
based on wealth, prestige, fame, etc. we see lists like 

"top 30 under 30" and "forbes world's billionaires 
list" and they constantly remind us that society 
celebrates these things. many of the students here 
base their self-worth on their grades and jobs, and 
it leads to misery. what do you think determine's a 
person's worth?

I appreciate that so many students have stepped forward to 
share their views on the importance of wellness on campus. I 
am going to answer these important questions together. 

It is important to recognize that Waterloo differentiates 
itself from other organizations in many ways.  Excellence of 
our students is in the heart of our ability to differentiate.  We 
make no illusion that studying at UW requires hard/smart 
work.  Our students know that, their parents know that before 
they decide to study here.  The question is then – how can we 
make it more effective by providing a fun and intellectually 
stimulating environment and removing unnecessary and 
redundant work.

There are a number of things we have committed to this 
year and a number of things we can work towards together. I 
believe that the more we work together, the more we will feel 
connected and ensure a sense of belonging and compassion 
throughout our university culture. 

The first step is our new Advisory Committee on Mental 
Health.  This committee includes students, faculty and staff, 
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and will consult experts and community members. This 
committee will encourage a variety of perspectives when 
gathering input on mental health issues specific to our 
campus.  I encourage you to reach out to the committee 
[contact form: https://uwaterloo.ca/mental-health-wellness/
contact-form]. Together, we will develop and implement 
strategies that will make a lasting impact on our campus.  

Another initiative we can collaborate on is addressing the 
social stigma of wellness centers. I encourage you to invite 
a friend and join us for the open house events of our health 
services building. Dates are still being finalized, and will be 
posted on https://uwaterloo.ca/mental-health-wellness/

A commitment to wellness does go beyond mental health. 
There are many measurements we can use to determine the 
wellness of a community. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) states that “Health” is a state of complete physical, 
mental and social well-being and not merely the absence 
of disease or infirmity.   Our campus has a variety of health 
services that address all aspects of wellness https://uwaterloo.
ca/campus-wellness/.  

I believe that every person is of value and worthy.  I 
believe that success can be measured in many different ways, 
including the healthy pursuit of dreams and aspirations.  
Achievement is an excellent measure of success but how you 
get there is also a very important measure as well.  I strongly 
encourage you to keep moving forward in the search of your 
dreams, whatever they may be. Define success on your own 
terms and be satisfied with that internal measurement. 

zethar: given the (relatively) recent focus on campus 
unity and spirit, why does it seem that the finances 
of each faculty must be secured separately? that 
seems to be saying one thing, and doing another.

waldo@<3.le-gasp.ca: while uw is very well known 
for its stem-focused programming, will the same 
investment and promotion of its arts and humanities 
programming be made in the future?

Each Faculty is allocated operating budget based on their 
activity levels (the grant and tuition funds generated by the 
students within the faculty)

Research funding is awarded based on applications made by 
individual faculty members.

Fund-raising is a shared responsibility between the faculties 
and the advancement office. We are working on it through 
our current strategic plan and building it into our future 
plans. Our new budget model will provide faculties with more 
transparent and multi-year budgeting capabilities.

an anonymous math student 1 (via email): why are 
advanced-level first-year math courses considered 
equal to the mainstream ones when applying for 
co-op? the advanced-level ones contain a lot more 
content, and are a lot more work than the regular-
level courses; why don't they provide benefits to 
students who use them to apply for co-op positions?

This is an excellent question, and Barry Ferguson, Associate 
Dean of Co-operative Education, Math is the best person to 
ask about the specifics on this.  

viceroy butterfly: why will the registrar's office 
only zero-weight a term if you do perfectly on the 
next term? this seems to imply that illnesses are 
only valid if they can definitely end, which doesn't fit 
the experiences of students with chronic issues.

The Registrar’s office does not determine the results of a 
student’s petition. Each Faculty has a committee of instructors 
and/or administrators who discuss and determine the 
petition’s outcome.

The decision to grant or deny a petition is based on the 
strength of the supporting evidence provided by the student 
(which may include medical documents indicating the 
chronic nature of the illness). 

In the case of the Faculty of Mathematics, experience 
over thousands of cases guides some of the decision making. 
Conditional terms are given to allow students with chronic 
conditions to demonstrate to the Faculty and to themselves 
that they are sufficiently well that they can continue. "Perfect" 
is not expected. 

The Registrar’s Office communicates the decision to the 
student and updates the student’s academic record accordingly.

Feridun Hamdullahpur

pSa: Mother's day is 
this Sunday. Call/visit/
give a gift to/thank/
serenade your favourite 
mother(s).

a  mathN E WS  e d i tO r  w h O  h a S 
M a d  r e S p e Ct f O r  h e r  M O M
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presthoughtS
Good day, to the readers of mathNEWS. 

I am pleased to participate in this mathNEWS issue specific-
ally because of the team effort and collaboration that goes into 
building a newsletter such as this one. I believe it is important 
to build relationships and through editorial, shared passions, 
experiences and even humour among the group.  

I can remember the importance of community newsletters 
in my undergraduate studies. These newsletters represent a 
snapshot of the experiences, thoughts, humour and collective 
conscious of a cohort.  

The humour among our students has changed since I was 
a student, and the proof is in one or two memes my social 
media team has shown me.  While I don’t always understand 
them, I certainly always enjoy the creativity and intellect of 
our students.

As you learn and refine your academic skills here at 
Waterloo, I offer you five bold statements to consider as you 
refine your professional self and how you will continue to 
grow into the fullness of you. 

And who knows, if you are lucky in your own future 
leadership, you might garner a meme or two along the way. 

1. be different

Because at Waterloo we have been different from the start.  

For 60 years, Waterloo has delivered education differently. 
For a quarter century we have been known as Canada's most 
innovative university, and as one of the most unconventional 
and entrepreneurial universities anywhere.

Even from our founding, we have always believed that we 
have a mandate to help lead Canada — and the world — into 
the future. 

We continue to challenge the status quo and keep 
challenging innovators to break open whole new fields of 
research and innovation for Canada and the world. 

And that requires us to look at things differently. 

All of us – Waterloo students, faculty, staff, alumni, and 
members of the Waterloo community. 

Waterloo's mission, your mission, our collective spirit, 
challenges us to see the world differently, understand it, and 
improve it.  So, soar in that spirit.

2. be collaborative

I recently spent some time in Korea. During my visit I 
was reminded that since 2014, Waterloo has worked on 159 
scientific papers with Korean Universities.  Quite a number of 

papers in a short period of time.  This really highlighted the 
notion of collaboration. 

The inspiring notion that if we work together, whether it is 
economically, intellectually or for a common good, we are all 
better for it. I certainly believe it. 

In fact, I am living proof that it is true. I was born in Turkey 
and moved to Canada when I was a young adult. I learned 
early on the importance of building international relation-
ships and finding ways to collaborate with a variety of people.  
This skill has been refined for much of my career. 

For example, consider the HeForShe IMPACT 10x10x10 
framework that launched in 2014. This initiative holds a 
special place in my heart and involves 10 Heads of State, 10 
CEOs, and 10 University Presidents worldwide.  Each of us are 
positioned together to advance gender equity. 

Now, we of course, all take different approaches on our 
objective, but we stand together, collaboratively for social 
change. 

Emma Watson, the UN Women Global Goodwill 
Ambassador, was recently quoted saying, “A good university is 
like a tiny utopia, it’s a miniature model of how the whole of 
society could look.” 

I believe this is true. That Waterloo is a mini-society, and 
my desire is that Waterloo’s culture promotes compassion 
built from collaboration that fosters into innovation, bringing 
success for you, your peers and colleagues. 

3. be proud

The Faculty of Mathematics plays a key role in driving 
prosperity. With the celebration of 50 years of achievements 
in research and education, we know we have done our best to 
prepare the leaders of tomorrow for success in the knowledge 
economy.

We know that 72 per cent of companies surveyed in 
Waterloo Region say they depend on Waterloo graduates and 
students as a source of employment.  Likewise, Waterloo 
contributes $1.5 billion annually to the economy in Waterloo 
Region. 

The Faulty of Mathematics is a big part of that success 
because we aim for the best:

Waterloo is ranked #1 in Canada for computer science

Waterloo is ranked 20th in the world for Mathematics (QS 
Rankings ‘15)

Waterloo is ranked 24th in the world for Computer Science 
(QS Rankings ‘15)
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133,000+ have accessed award-winning free math and 
computer science courseware with more than two million 
page views since January 2015

235,000+ students in 75 countries write the Centre for 
Education in Mathematics and Computing (CEMC) tests each 
year

4. be courageous

I believe that the courage to boldly explore new frontiers 
and the ambition to match ideas is at the core of who we are 
as an institution and who you are as a collective. 

It is this notion that fuels our focus on what I call the 3 “I”’s: 

Internationalization- which is about expanding our reach 
in research, partnerships and recruitment and how we work 
in exciting new fields, with a global focus and international 
partners. 

Innovation - which we define as tackling tough new 
challenges using new approaches, new ways of thinking, 
which is core to everything we do.

Interdisciplinary - which is about standing at the intersec-
tion of arts, science and technology to unlock the creativity of 
the entire university; 

What this adds up to is impact – impact for our students, 
impact for our faculties, impact for our staff, for Canada and 
for the world. 

These “I” statements come to life by the example you set 
during your studies here at Waterloo and after graduation.  

By sharing your expertise, knowledge and experience with 
your peers, co-op placements and community, you display 
the courage to boldly explore new frontiers. By applying your 
knowledge outside of these academic walls, you are courage-
ously opening new windows that challenge the status quo.  

Courage will make you and this institution stronger. 

5. be passionate

There is real passion at Waterloo. I have had the privilege 
to see it first hand during my classroom visits in the fall. I 
had a chance to see you in action, and speak to some of you 
afterwards. 

I know that each of you have your own priorities. But I also 
know you have a collective passion.  

A passion to not only learn and excel in your program but 
also to give back to your campus community. Even for this 
newsletter, George reached out to me directly to contribute. 
He showed an immense amount of passion (and courage!) for 
worthwhile cause that brings unity and humor to his peers. 

Passion is driving force that generally leads to success if well 
placed. If it is placed incorrectly it be much less effective and 
come across as abrasive and pushy.  I believe that passion is 
the fuel that sets apart leaders and rising stars from the rest. 

I encourage each of you to continue to focus on what we can 
do together, by combining our passion, our courage, our pride 
and our collaboration, so we can truly make a real difference 
in this world.  

I look forward to seeing what each of you will do in that 
regard. 

Thank you, 
Feridun Hamdullahpur, President 

and Vice-Chancellor at University of 
Waterloo.

maththaNKS
We would like to extend our thanks to the President of 
the University, who was kind enough to answer all of our 
questions, save one (about whether he would give free hugs to 
former Senate members – so the mathNEWS editors unfortu-
nately cannot condone concealing yourself in bizarre locations 
on campus in the hopes of ambushing our President with a 
hug.) 

We would like to extend our sincere appreciation to both 
Feridun himself, and the friendly members of his office who 
helped organize our column. I would also like to extend 
thanks to our former-and-possibly-future editor George, 
without whom this feature would never have happened.

If you have any more questions that you wish you could 
have asked the President, you can always ask him yourself! As 
he says in his article, his email is president@uwaterloo.ca, 
and I’m sure his staff would be more than happy to redirect 
whatever questions you have to whoever can best answer 
them.

As for the future of mathaSKS, our next target is secret, 
but in two weeks we will be interviewing the King of Linear 
Algebra himself, Dan Wolczuk. Have any questions for him? 
Email us within the next two weeks, or show up to our next 
production night, and we’ll make sure he sees them!

toBeDeterminED

blackBoX quotes make 
me feel important.

a  v. i . e .  ( v e ry i M p O rta n t e d i tO r )
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litEraturE rEviEWS iN 
MathEMaticS
Suppose you've proven something. A theorem! Maybe a 
proposition, whatever. In your classes, obviously you're 
probably not breaking new ground in the area. Sad to say, your 
proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra is probably not 
innovative. Sorry.

However, when doing honest-to-goodness research, things 
work a bit differently. You can ask yourself a question, and 
find yourself an answer, and that's fine, but you can't assume 
that it's novel simply because you've never seen it before. 
Someone may have already found what you've found before, 
and published it: maybe it was a grad student writing it down 
in their thesis, or maybe a newly minted researcher publishing 
their first real paper, or a significant contributor to the area 
writing their signature paper. Or maybe it was Gauss. It was 
probably Gauss, though chances are he didn't write it down 
because it was trivial.

All Gauss jokes aside, while it can be nice to discover things 
for yourself, in the broad view of academia the important 
thing is that it has been discovered. The secondary point is 
that it's important to recognize people for their contributions. 
These two aspects of research mean that when you're looking 
at a discovery, you should probably check if someone's already 
discovered it.

This has the following implications on your potential papers. 
Firstly, if someone's already done what you just did, you can't 
claim you did it first, because you didn't. Duh. But secondly, 
and perhaps just as importantly, someone may have done 
something similar but different, and a proper literature review 
allows the reader to understand the context of your new 
results. A reader wants to know why your result complements 
the previous results, or replaces them, or shows another 
perspective on a situation, and a well-written literature review 
illustrates this.

The above remarks hold in general, in academia, but in 
mathematics there are some interesting twists on this process. 
One main twist is the existence of MathSciNet, a website 
run by the American Mathematical Society, that has a not-
quite-but-as-much-as-possible comprehensive database of 
mathematics papers, alongside reviews of those papers when 
available. These papers are also linked by references (to and 
from), and are classified into different research areas. This is 
an incredible resource, but it also can lead you into having 
a false sense of security: that you're capable of successfully 
performing a thorough-enough search of previous work.

Another twist is that theorems come with hypotheses 
attached, and different hypotheses sometimes lead to different 
results, or to the same results! So it's hard to determine exactly 
what a paper is saying without digging into the statement 
of any theorems; sometimes one must delve into the proofs 
to really understand. In many situations there are multiple 
variants of the same sort of theorem, all complementary, and 

the goal is to distinguish the theorems while making sure that 
yours isn't already covered.

A third twist is that mathematics is, for better or for worse, 
much less strict about style guides and all the sorts of things 
that you spend forever learning in every other academic 
discipline. It's still important to properly cite things, but it 
turns out that it sometimes takes a miracle to find what you're 
trying to find. Moreover, and maybe this is just me being 
incredibly unlucky, there are a good number of papers which 
are cited as preprints or unpublished at the time of another 
paper's writing, thirty-plus years ago, and when you go to 
find the papers, they flat-out don't exist. Maybe it was never 
published, maybe it had a significant name change, maybe 
the author passed away before publishing (Ricardo Mañé, 
a renowned ergodic theorist, comes to mind for me); the 
references in mathematics are usually somewhat spotty. The 
other fun bit about math papers is that it's hard to publish in 
the really good journals, so sometimes there are important 
results published in remarkably obscure journals. At that point, 
who knows how many people know those results?

The importance of literature reviews in mathematics is 
fairly evident, particularly in the current state of the area. All 
the more reason to help new researchers become better at it: 
there's a reason that most universities only offer Honours 
bachelor's degrees when accompanied by a thesis project. UW 
Math is definitely an exception; it looks nice, but it's also a 
disservice to those future academics. At least there's a chance 
to get more practice at the graduate school level. If you're a 
grad: make the most of that opportunity! It's invaluable. Take 
it from someone who has just proved something, potentially 
a really nice result, but is full of doubt that it's actually new. 
Don't be like me.

Scythe Marshall

P.S. Another good thing to do is see if someone's answered your 
question before you even try to answer it yourself. You can save 
yourself time. Like, months, or years. Yeah.

N WayS i havE to SuBMit 
aSSigNMENtS thiS tErM

•	 Crowdmark
•	 In person
•	 Learn
•	 MarkUs
•	 turnitin.com
•	 Complicated dance, as the bees do
•	 By performing a dark ritual involving sacrificing a 

goose

Viceroy Butterfly
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hoMoNyM productS
What if some common household items were literally what 
the name was? Never wondered this? Well now I bet you are. 

"But what do you mean by this, Vice Mitt?" I'm glad you asked! 
Let me fill you in with some excellent examples of Homonym 
Products™.

licorice

The Snack That Licks You Back!™

thumb tacks

Made from your great aunt to help you remember her 
(and speed up the grieving process), these items from the 
local morgue allow you to prick your opposable digits with 
reminders of your loved ones.

homework

Tired of paying those contractors the big bucks to do home 
repair? Give your bank account a break by ~forcing your 
children into slave labour~ paying your kids an extra dollar a 
month in allowance to do all the hard work!

cookware

Fancy an outing tonight, but are out of clean clothes? Get 
fashionable and look *grate* by hiding that muffin top with a 
muffin tin!

mr. big candy bars

Haven't heard of the man named Jim Big? I'm not surprised. 
Fifty years ago, this kind man was kidnapped by Cadbury due 
to what some say were "magical" powers he possessed, that 
allowed him to regenerate missing limbs and tissue. The Mr. 
Big candy bars are made with Jim Big's flesh infused into 
the chocolate, often painfully and always forcefully removed 
from Jim, a cruel practice which continues to this day. Boycott 
Cadbury, and tell them you don't support this barbaric practice 
of candy making! Vegans beware.

Vice Mitt 

thE SaddESt FridgE
I'm subletting with friends again. What's different this time 
is that I am the only person in the house who makes meals 
involving meat.

To be clear, I'm not complaining that the vegetarians and 
vegans in my house are doing it wrong or anything like 
that. The biggest problem is that I don't want to cook a big 
meat dish for less than 4 people, because otherwise there are 
leftovers for longer than is fun. You can only have so many 
days of ribs or chicken or whatever before it's a sad time.

So there's no big chunks of meat in the fridge. But there's 
also no milk to drink, because I’m lactose intolerant and the 
milk drops take 24 hours to convert the lactose to glucose or 
whatever the thing I can digest is. There are eggs, but again, 
half the house won't eat them.

Theoretically, we should have a lot of vegetables. Everybody 
eats those! The problem, is that everybody eats them. They 
can't survive. Someone puts carrots in the fridge and in thirty 
minutes we might as well have put famished rabbits in with 
them. That's a dead-end. The only way vegetables can survive 
our refrigerator is if they're the kind nobody likes, such as 
by being kale or disguised as kale. The lettuce has taken to 
wrapping itself in kale as a survival strategy.

In the end, the only food that exists is a half dozen proto-
chickens and kale. I'm accepting suggestions for creative food, 
having exhausted my tolerance for kale omelettes.

Hardly Eric 

N thiNgS to do iNStEad 
oF gEttiNg a JoB
You might not believe it now, but, someday, you will graduate 
and be free from all obligations. Not sure what to do with all 
this free time, you find yourself contemplating existence. Now, 
you could get a job... but where is the fun in that? So here is a 
list of other things you can do instead.

•	 Catch em all!
•	 Learn to walk on stilts
•	 Read all the things! Especially Unsong. Unsong is a 

web novel written by mad genius that can be found 
unsongbook.com

•	 Get horribly lost in Europe
•	 Play too many RPGs
•	 Learn a new language
•	 Play video games
•	 Visit your friends in other cities

Beyond Meta 

why did the chicken 
cross the road? to fill 
some space.

a  B i g  fa n  O f  Ba d  j O K e S  a n d  f i l l e r
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iNvEStigativE 
JourNaliSM! pizza 
rEviEW
Hello everybody, it's your friendly neighbourhood investiga-
tive journalist, Theodore Bear, fresh off another work term 
with the University of Waterloo Department of Mysteries. 
Because the circumstances of my last co-op, (which were so 
insane that I was forced to sign 70 different confidentiality 
agreements just to start this study term), I'm unable to write 
another six-part serialized story for this run of mathNEWS. 
I'm sure some of the editors are disappointed.

However, to make up for that, I'm embarking on an investi-
gative journalism spree, hot on the trail of new scoops to bring 
the most relevant and pressing issues to forefront in each new 
release of mathNEWS.

To start off: a review of Pizzeria Trammiere, in Pompeii, 
Italy.

Pizzeria Trammiere may look like nothing much from 
the outside, but within contains some of the best pizza this 
journalist has ever had. Located just a short walk away from 
the Moregine train station on the Sorrento line, one of the 
train lines that make up Naples' Circumvesuviana lines, it's 
also around a thirty minute walk from the Pompeii archeo-
logical site.

Stepping inside, the first thing that will catch your attention 
is the friendly owner and chef, Antonio. He's a very nice, 
friendly guy with a charming accent. If you want to sit down 
and eat, you'll end up eating upstairs on second floor, which 
has a hole-in-the-wall feel, with plastic tables and chairs. 
However, the pizza itself easily makes the sparse decorations 
worth putting up with.

For the purposes of the review, this investigative journalist 
had the Pizza Margherita and the Prosciutto and Arugula 
Pizza. In short, this pizza was probably one of the best I have 
ever had anywhere. The Pizza Margherita was simple and 
delicious, extremely well done, and had whole leaves of basil 
on the pizza, which really adds to the classical experience. 
The Prosciutto and Arugula pizza was stacked with meat and 
herbs. On that note, prosciutto is quite possibly the greatest 
meat ever known to man. It's saltiness couples with the lean 
cut, lacking the fat of salami, to create the perfect cured meat 
that can be enjoyed by itself, with mozzarella, placed on top of 
cooked pork and covered in a white wine sauce, and on pizza. 
Anyone who does not believe the greatness of prosciutto is a 
heretic and must be made to learn the error of their ways.

All elements of the pizza were so well done: it was cooked in 
a wood-fired oven, the toppings were great, the crust was great, 
it was seriously delicious. Also, the food is incredibly low price 
for such high quality. I ended up getting two full high-quality 
pizzas, a bottle of white wine, and a small bottle of water for 

just 19 Euro (around 30$ Canadian). It was a great experience 
with great food made by a friendly cook.

Antonio also has very good taste, as he believes that 
pineapple does not belong on pizza. This statement is coming 
from a native Italian pizza chef, and with it, he joins the ranks 
of illustrious figures such as acclaimed chef Gordon Ramsey 
and the President of Iceland in speaking out against the food 
crime that is pineapple on pizza. You'll find no crass and 
crappy pizzas like Hawaiian on Trammiere's Menu, which is 
classically Italian.

Despite its hole-in-the-wall appearance, Trammiere has 
some of the best pizza I have ever tasted, and possibly the 
best pizza in Pompeii. So, if you're out walking, and feel the 
sudden craving for good pizza, take a jog across Atlantic and go 
to Pizzeria Trammiere in Pompeii. Believe me, it's not a choice 
you'll regret.

5/5 (Theodore Bear's Seal of Approval TM)

I hoped you enjoyed the first entry in this hard-hitting 
series of investigative journalism. Stay tuned for the next one.

Theodore Bear

aMd vS. iNtEl 2017
AMD recently released their Ryzen line of processors in March. 
Intel has not really made significant jumps in performance 
increase compared to AMD’s Ryzen. Unfortunately, AMD 
has been slacking for the past few years, so Intel is currently 
known as the performance king.

Comparing their newest processors, the AMD 1800X gets a 
score of 1601 in Cinebench while Intel 6900k i7 gets 1474.  The 
price for a Intel 6900k is twice as much as an AMD 1800x. 

The hype was always with Intel but now with Ryzen will 
that change? AMD needs to shrug off the horrible reputation 
they have gained these past few years while Intel excelled. 
I think this will occur eventually, but it will take a while 
because general consumers don’t do in depth research about 
benchmarks when buying a regular laptop or computer.

Additionally, for some reason, Netflix released 4k streaming 
to PC, but it requires you to run an Intel Kaby Lake processor. 
You also need to have Microsoft Edge browser (the new 
Internet Explorer) which is only compatible with Windows 10.

HaneousAnus 
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to thE FirSt dayS oF a 
BEttEr NatioN
a reView of walkaway by cory Doctorow

Walkaway is an ambitious book. Set in the late 21st century, it 
attempts to tackle the question of what exactly comes after 
capitalism finally runs out of steam, when the overwhelming 
abundance of stuff and lack of need for labour finally hits its 
breaking point. It also tackles questions about transhumanism 
and how that intersects with late stage capitalism.

As if he knew that the story would be immediately described 
as a communist fantasy, the opening chapter begins with 
what is described as a "communist party", not a Party as in a 
political organization, but rather a party where no money is 
needed and "free as in beer" is no longer metaphorical but 
instead literal. At this party, we are introduced to three of our 
main characters for the story, Etcetera, Seth, and Iceweasel. 
Each has certain foibles, but Iceweasel, being the daughter of 
a sociopathic "fine old Ontario family" capitalist who does 
anything for power dominates the narrative. The conflict 
between her and her family are a facsimile for the conflict 
between the major two factions in the story: the walkaways 
and the default.

The default is everything you know about our current 
society. Various political factions, work in order to make 
money in order to eat, unless you were born lucky, and then 
you'll be indoctrinated to think that you deserve to pay people 
poorly, that you deserve to soak in their wealth for your own 
power.

The walkaways are people that are fed up with that. 3D 
printing was just the beginning. Open source chairs, open 
source buildings, open source mining drones to get you 
the raw materials you need to set up your own functioning 
frontier outpost in the middle of the Niagara Escarpment. 
Philosophically, they simply walked away from society, 
from their homes and families, and built anew, mainly in 
self-chosen communities. There are a diverse set of opinions 
in them, from those who want to create an actual meritocracy, 
to transhumanist scientists looking to cure death and give it 
to everyone, not just the rich. That happens to be the main 
plot point that ignites the main conflict between the default 
and the walkaways.

Overall, I enjoyed the book, it's a rather optimistic look at 
the future, despite large amounts of death and destruction in 
the book. If you are interested in post-scarcity sci-fi such as 
the Culture series, I'd say to give this one a shot. One thing 
though: the sex scenes are awful, I would say skip them unless 
you really enjoy them in the middle of your fiction.

Ice Nine 

a FiNal coMMENt aBout 
thE BluE JayS
Okay, so they had a terrible start, they've been injured, they're 
getting old, they haven't hit, their starting pitching has been 
spotty with homer and control problems, and their bullpen 
has had some meltdowns. Let's be real, things don't look like 
they're going to magically turn around in two weeks.

However, the main thing to understand about sports, love, 
life, whatever, is that usually, you can't predict the outcome 
of any given situation. You can hope, or pray, or wish with 
all your might that a particular scenario plays out a particular 
way, but many times it's out of your control. This means that 
sometimes, things just don't go the way you want them to.

Why does this matter? It matters because life is a lot easier 
to live when you take things as they come, and try not to 
get upset with the outcomes. So the Jays might only get back 
to .500, if they're lucky; so what? Just try to enjoy the little 
victories that we've been privy to thus far: Joe Biagini's first 
start, Ryan Goins swatting tape measure home runs, Kevin 
Pillar imitating Superman in center field, the Red Sox being 
trash (hint: don't throw things at people), etc. And really, 
being a sports fan isn't just about enjoying your own team, 
though you might watch them the most: Yankees outfielder 
Aaron Judge is incredible to watch, as is the best player in the 
game, Mike Trout.

As much as I hate to repeat a Maple Leaf's fan's mantra, 
maybe next year. That said, the Maple Leafs are actually 
probably good now? It's not like the Jays are that far away from 
contention, really; all most teams need are a couple breaks to 
have great seasons. It'll be okay. Really.

Scythe Marshall

daN’S lEarNiNg tip 
#1:taKE Study BrEaKS!
This Issue is introducing a new feature: Study Tips from the 
illustrious Professor Wolczuk!

Many, if not most, students tend to study in very long 
sessions. However, research into learning indicates that this 
is not a good strategy. The human brain can only process so 
much information at a time, and it can only focus intensely for 
so long. 

It is recommended that your study sessions be about 45 – 60 
minutes long before taking a break.  Study breaks should be 
10 – 15 minutes long… set a timer… don’t make your breaks 
longer than your study sessions!

Professor Dan Wolczuk 
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‘MEMBEr ruNEScapE
If the word Runescape doesn’t immediately bring back fond 
and frustrating memories, then it can be best explained as 
the poor child’s World of Warcraft. If you need to have WoW 
explained to you, we don’t have the time or page space. As a 
child I spent entire summers watching top down as a low-res 
avatar mindlessly harpooned stagnate water, fruitlessly 
searching for swordies but always getting tunas. Sometimes 
I clicked the mouse to empty my inventory but otherwise 
I sat there motionless, in deep concentration, all the while 
Rihanna’s Umbrella played on repeat from the tv in the 
background on MuchMoreMusic.

Needless to say I played Runescape a long time ago and 
have now moved onto better things such as failing courses 
and League of Legends, #correlation, until last week when my 
friend informed me that amazon prime members would get a 
month of free runescape membership. Having never played as 
a member, I was too curious to pass up the opportunity. What 
followed was an intense spiral into the world of Member’s 
Runescape.

Mini-games, shortcuts, better gear, better everything, there 
was nowhere I couldn’t go and nothing I couldn’t do (within 
game and skill cap restrictions of course). It was like being 
a refugee and then getting citizenship. No longer will the 
message, “You must be a member to access this feature”, violate 
my monitor. If you ever need to explain affirmative action to 
someone, force them to play free-to-play runescape after being 
a member. As exciting as all these new perks were, eventually 
I found myself in the same spot watching a higher-res, better 
dressed avatar brainlessly stab water for fish, still tuna, no 
swordfish, never swordfish.

So why do it? Is Runescape even fun? Well, I don’t think so, 
but neither is League of Legends or going to class or working 
a job. Maybe at first things are interesting, even enjoyable, 
but after awhile everything eventually becomes a struggle, an 
arduous grind. Every game, relationship and job will inevitably 
become boring or difficult. So you ask, why should I even get 
out of bed in the morning? Well to play Runescape of course. 
To paraphrase some guy from Youtube, when something is 
worth doing, like getting a sweet fishing guild cape, you’re 
willing to suffer.

YaBoi

david vS goliath: thE 
BattlE oF chit-chat
Eye contact. Two warriors enter the ring, only one knows 
what's about to go down - the other is caught off guard; an 
unsuspecting victim. From the start, it's clear this is not a fair 
match.

'Hey, how's it going?'

Oh no, is he talking to me? Shit, he's looking right at me; I'm 
not prepared for this. I made eye-contact, it's all over now.

"You're taking French, right?"

Fuck - I think so... how did he recognize me? I knew I 
shouldn't have worn this hoodie for the third day in a row.

"It looks like it's going to be a fun course! I took a couple other 
French courses las..."

Man, alright you got this, smile and nod and this will take care 
of itself. He'll burn out soon, right?

Oh no, he's looking at me...

"So, how was your coop?!"

Great, let me recap my term for the 20th time - now he 
probably thinks I'm a huge nerd.

"Wow, that's cool, so you're like super smart, eh? My last term 
wa..."

What a relief. By my calculations, he should go on like this for 
a while. Now, to plan my exit...

"Well, I have a thing, I'll see ya later."

Yes! Walk in the opposite direction, walk away, it doesn't 
matter where, just away from here, who cares if it's arts just 
keep walking-

"See you in class tomorrow!"

Shit.

One more person I have to smile at on campus.

ε-UNIT 

 

mathNEWS is the 
best thing that's ever 
happened to this school.

t h e  5  p e O p l e  w h O  w i l l  r e a d  t h i S
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MightiEr thaN thE pEN.
Europe is taking its first breath since April 23rd, the Union is 
safe, the Eurozone is secure, and the Schengen agreement is 
still allowing people to move between countries. Marine Le 
Pen and her Front National have been defeated and returned 
to the edges of Paris where they lurked before. The European 
flavoured Macaron, Emmanuel Macron leapt out ahead, 
reassuring the rest of Europe and all the immigrants in France 
that France will continue to be a country invested in the world 
around it. 

With 66% of the popular vote, Macron won the French 
Presidency for his new party, En Marche. Emmanuel was 
formerly a member of the Socialist Party, and spent some time 
as an Independent. Over the past few years, he has worked 
as both Deputy Secretary-General and Minister of Economy, 
Industry, and Digital Affairs for the past two administrations 
under the Presidency of Francois Hollande. His positions 
tend to be centrist, pro-European, and pro-immigration. These 
positions line his policies up with those of Angela Merkel, 
the German Chancellor, ensuring the two main pillars of the 
European Union will stand strong and stand together- at least 
until Merkel faces her own domestic election in September of 
this year. 

What will this mean for Canada and our relationship with 
France? Well, not much. But this is probably a good thing. 
Stability in international relations will allow Canada to 
strengthen existing positions and reaffirm our positions and 
commitments regarding bilateral and multilateral agreements 
with France. More tangibly, a France re-committed to a united 
Europe, open to immigrants, and interested in economic 
reform will maintain a balance of power in Europe that other 
countries can cling to as a constant in an political sphere 
where an orange toddler, a narcissistic KGB agent, and a 
confessed murderer in power aren’t the start of a joke. 

GBAD

pluS puiSSaNtE quE lE 
pEN.
Europe se prend son premier souffle depuis la 23ieme April, 
l’union est sûr, l’Euro zone est sécurisé, et l’accord Schengen 
permet encore les gens voyager entre les pays. Marine le Pen 
et sa Front Nationale ont été vaincu et retourne aux bords de 
Paris ou ils se cachaient avant. Le macaron a saveur Européen, 
Emmanuel Macron heurte, rassurant l’Europe entier et tous 
les immigrant en France que la France se continuera à être un 
pays investi dans le monde. 

Avec 66% du vote populaire, Macron à gagner la présidence 
française pour son nouveau parti, En Marche. Emmanuel été 
un membre du Parti Socialiste, et a passé du temps comme 
Independent. Durant les années passe, il a travaillé comme 
Secrétaire général adjoint de la présidence de la République 

et Ministre de l'Économie, de l'Industrie et du Numérique 
sous le Président François Hollande. Ces positions politique 
tend à être centriste, pro-européen, et pro-immigration. Ces 
positions s’alignent avec les positions d’Angela Merkel, la 
chancelier allemand, c’assure que les deux piliers de l’union 
européen se reste ferme et reste debout- au moins jusqu’à ce 
que Merkel fasse face à son élection le septembre prochain.

Qu’est-ce que tous cela signifie pout le Canada et notre 
relation avec le France? En fin, pas trop. Mais, c’est peut-être 
pour le bien. Stabilité en les relations internationale permettra 
Canada à renforcer ses positions présentes et nos engagements 
concernant les accords bilatéraux et multilatéral avec le France. 
Plus Tangiblement, une France réintégré avec une Europe 
unis, ouvris a l’immigrants, et intéresser avec le reforme 
économique va maintenir un équilibre du pouvoir en Europe. 
Un équilibre dont les autres pays puisse s’accrocher comme 
constant dans un monde ou un enfant orange, un agent KGB 
narcissique, et un meurtrier confesse ayant pouvoir n’est PAS 
une blague.  

GMAL

SpriNg tErM caNcEllEd
As you may have heard in whispers around campus, the 
University of Waterloo’s Spring 2017 term has been cancelled. 
This term will instead be a repetition of the Fall 2016 term. 
The differences will be seen primarily in the weather. You may 
have noticed that the weather has been a bit cooler and rainier 
these past two weeks than one would typically expect in May. 
This is nothing to be alarmed about, it is simply standard 
September weather. Instead of getting warmer, temperatures 
will continue to decrease and you should expect snow in 
July and August, in keeping consistent with the change from 
Spring term to Fall term. The official reason for the change 
is “Prevention of excessive enjoyment of school”. Our reliable 
source, who has chosen to remain anonymous for personal 
safety reasons has explained this decision as follows:

“Having a spring term just doesn’t make sense anymore. It’s 
been a problem for a few years now. We’ve been finding that 
the combination of warmer weather and a decrease in the 
student population on campus has made the spring term more 
peaceful, and in some cases even pleasurable for students. That 
joy is far too much of a distraction from studying. As a result, 
we have decided to cancel all future spring terms until further 
notice, and replace them with fall terms. We are hoping 
that the colder weather will bring down spirits and refresh 
the students’ focus on their studies. After all, if students are 
enjoying themselves, then we know we’re not doing our job 
properly.”

Our source has asked not to be contacted for further 
questioning. Time will tell if this decision will stick. In the 
meantime, please enjoy the cold and the rain.

TheUndecided 
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JSFucK
Javascript is weird.[citation needed]

No, seriously. It's even weirder than you think. We've 
all heard the horror stories, from nonsensical implicit 
conversions to Javascript's own creator denouncing the 
language and actively trying to kill it. If you thought you'd 
seen the worst that Javascript has to offer...well get ready. 
You may have heard of brainfuck, the esoteric programming 
language famous for being extremely minimalist and nearly 
impossible to work in. Imagine, if you will, that brainfuck had 
fewer commands, took even longer to write anything, and 
was valid Javascript that executed natively on any browser and 
even node.js.

...yeah. The world has a github user named aemkei to 
thank for discovering this monstrosity. This method of 
programming, aptly named JSFuck, is demoed on jsfuck.com. 
As it turns out, only six characters are needed to write any 
valid Javascript code: ()[]+! Absolutely anything can be built 
off of these characters, for example ![] is false, +!+[] is 1, [][[]] 
is undefined, and so on. Considering the language was not 
explicitly built to support this behaviour,[citation needed] 
sometimes code can get slightly wordy, which unfortunately 
means I cannot demo any code in this article. The function 
keyword, something pretty basic I should think, takes 400 
characters. The 'hello world' program takes 24000 characters, 
which wolfram alpha tells me would take 8 pages. Adding 
a semicolon on the end bumps it up to 33000 characters, 
resulting in 11 pages of uninterrupted ()[]+!. I always knew 
good style wasn't worth it.

In terms of actually using JSFuck in production code, that is 
an option. Maybe not a viable one, but an option nonetheless. 
aemkei has provided a few simple scripts that will process 
your own Javascript files into regulation-compliant JSFuck. For 
some context, minified jquery takes up 4.2 million characters. 
As for the JSFucked un-minified jquery, I don't really know. 
node ran out of memory and crashed, which means it clocks 
in somewhere over 268 million characters. According to 
wolfram alpha, that corresponds to, at minimum, 88000 pages 
weighing 400 kilos and made of 11 trees. So yeah, if you feel 
like making your scripts take a few hundred megabytes each, I 
suggest you look into JSFuck. You will not regret it.

You Don't Deserve to Know

mathNEWS prESENtS: 
MuSic you'vE dEFiNitEly 
NEvEr hEard oF
high voltage magazine - be surprised at how little 
you have

Followers of this band will be overjoyed to know that 
this fourth album by HVM is a return to their roots in post-
minimal skee-swing, with no trace of the mumblecore 
anthems that caused such a divided opinion on their 
sophmore album. The twee affectations and groundbreaking 
bellwork that brought them to the forefront of their genre in 
2008 have been absolutely perfected, and the vocal work of 
frontwoman Ivanka Glibbins might be the most minimal yet. 
If you’re a fan of Rino Di Silvestro’s films or the earlier singles 
by Mount Renouard, this album is an absolute must-listen.

ann cathrin eriksen - a boring person

I went into this LP knowing nothing beyond that it was 
a series of diss tracks against the against the Norwegian 
Olympic handballer of the same name, and to be honest if I 
hadn’t already known I may never have picked that up. Sure, 
the lyrics get profusely aggressive in songs like There Must Be 
Contests, but to be honest my usual attentiveness to a song’s 
narrative was completely subsumed by the epic, throbbing 
bass lines and 404 beats. Each of the songs on this LP will 
make you feel like you've taken drugs, and then teach you why 
you shouldn’t. I can’t recommend it enough to anyone trying 
to get into the glitch muzak scene, especially if you wish Ross 
From Friends had a bit more Eastern European edge.

versato versato - on a bug

Future meets children’s lullabies in this unbelievably chill 
double album by Iranian born Versato Versato. The whispery 
autotuned vocals woven throughout the album recall the best 
of recent Bon Iver (if he was completely unintelligible), with 
soundscapes as textured as Tycho’s classic album Dive. I wish I 
could say more about this album, but I’m listening to it while 
writing and I think it’s time for a nap.

objective-taste

pSa: Starbucks still has half-price frappuccinos from 
3-6 pm until May 14th. 

a  S u r p r i S i n g ly Ba S i C  mathN E WS  e d i tO r
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elseWhEN
This article was originally published in v88i2 on Friday, 
January 25, 2002.

mathNEWS is Younger than …

•	 Star Trek
•	 Pong
•	 IBM
•	 The Jackson Five
•	 Ted Danson
•	 1969
•	 The Flintstones
•	 Letraset
•	 Brian “Latrell” Fox
•	 Your mom
•	 The math faculty
•	 Dinosaurs

… but Older than …

•	 Star Wars
•	 Video Game Consoles
•	 Microsoft
•	 Michael Jackson’s face
•	 Cheers
•	 1975
•	 The Simpsons
•	 PageMaker
•	 Disco Stu Pollock
•	 Your sister
•	 Imprint
•	 Jurassic Park

Someone who once wrote for 
mathNEWS

KuroKo No BaSKEt
Kon' nichiwa, minasan! Villager here, with an anime review.

With an average season rating of  8.53 on (MAL) this week 
we'll be looking at Kuroko no Basket. Spanning 3 seasons and 
75 episodes , this Shounen sports anime is also the highest 
rated basketball anime (MAL).

Teiko middle school's basketball team was known for 
boasting a ridiculous steak of 100 consecutive champion-
ship wins. Kuroko no basket follows the 5 prodigies from the 
middle school's "Generation of Miracles" and their "Phantom 
sixth man" Kuroko Tetsuya. After graduation from middle 
school the Miracles went to separate high schools, one of 
which everyone knew was guaranteed to stand at the top.

The story follows Kuroko as he joins the newly started 
Seiren high school team, with hopes of proving to his 

former teammates that there's much more to basketball than 
individual skill and playing by yourself.

The anime follows classic Shounen values of overcoming 
a seemingly unbeatable opponent, leaving you waiting 
impatiently for the main characters to inevitably come out on 
top. Watch as each new opponent has one ability they spam 
endlessly almost winning the game for their team, until they 
don't! The anime, with a 5 completely broken players who 
somehow never manage to win and an incredible amount of 1 
point victories will have you literally ripping out your hair.

Watch as this anime makes introversion cool for once as 
the main character uses his complete lack of presence to 
beat players who are actually good at the game! Watch as 
the players have time to have full conversations with only 5 
seconds remaining in the half.! Watch as every single every 
team is surprised by the main characters' abilities even 
though literally everyone has seen it before! Watch as no one 
questions high school kids dunking, shooting full court 3's, 
and glowing the colour of their hair!

As a whole, with hype soundtrack, great comedic timing and 
amazing animation, you'll find yourself so immersed in the 
games it'll leave you wondering how a basketball anime could 
be so exciting.

Villager rating: 8.6

Villager out!

FucK thiS houSE
to the tune of you'll be back from 
hamilton

 
You say 
The price of this house is a price that I'm too poor to pay 
I try 
to find rooms that are big but won't cause doom to our fund 
supply 
Why so much? 
I thought that house hunting was easy but I was quite wrong 
God I'm so out of touch 
Here's a few less worse houses it seems, I'll tour them... 
Fuck this house, no A/C? 
That house never did reply to me 
Coin laundry, ne'er again 
This room's smaller than a mouse's brain 
Prices rise, markets fall 
I have rented houses through it all 
But lately all these homes 
I could set them all on fire and that wouldn't ruin the house at 
all!

Da da da dat da dat da da da da ya da. Da da dat dat da ya da! 
Da da da dat da dat da da da da ya da. Da da dat dat da…
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You say the bathroom's moldy and it won't get solved 
The last person was slightly murdered and mauled... 
And look, the roof has holes 
What's this? A bloody pole? 
The walls have creepy writing 
Oh Jesus, is this haunted? 
It's creepy and eerie and now I'm scared I'll never leave…

Fuck this house, I'm so out 
I'll just buy a house and screw the cost 
No landlords, it's all mine 
That last house was clearly the last sign! 
What's this bill? What's this loan? 
There's so much to pay when it's my own 
Should just rent, not be buyer 
But I still think all the houses would be better set on fire

Da da da dat da dat da da da da ya da. Da da dat dat da ya da! 
Da da da dat da dat da da da da ya da. Da da dat

Shay Blair

Faculty logoS aS 
rEdraWN aNd 
rEiMagiNEd By a 
NoN-artiStic uW 
StudENt
As you can see by this issue's title page, MathNEWS was 
desperate to find anyone willing to draw a title page, no matter 
how bad they are pleased to get me to lend my artistic talent 
to draw some cover art! I felt like one page was simply not 
enough to showcase my amazing pen and ink skills, so I chose 
to draw all the faculties because I felt that the current state 
of logos was not artistic enough. As well, I chose to convert 
the faculty slogans to emoji as well as what they look like in 
Wingdings.

engineering

Here, we have the majestic 
EngSOC logo drawn in an 
artisanal fashion. After hours 
of hard work, I was able to 
nail down a free-flowing, fun 
and welcoming version of the 
original logo.

ahs

Applied Health Sciences 
didn't have much of a logo 
online that I could find, nor 
any logo for a student society. 

Luckily, someone made a Sesame Street themed AHS logo in 
2009 for an April fools prank, so I improved that with my high 
levels of artistic ability.

math

Let's be honest, the current 
MathSoc logo isn't very fun or 
enticing. With a bit of work with my 
pen and a piece of paper, I improved 
the look of the logo, so I hope that 
this logo gets used for the high 
school students trying to decide 
which university to sell their souls 
to.

arts

Let's face it - the current Arts 
Student Union logo isn't that 
great. I made the logo a lot 
simpler, making it easily recog-
nizable and simplifying some of 
its complexities. Hopefully they 
notice this article and choose to 
use my improved logo over the 
current one.

science

I was pretty pleased 
with this one, but there is 
no such thing as art that 
doesn't need improvement.

environment

I saved the best for last! This 
is one of my favourite logos. But 
still, having it redesigned by an 
environment student is possibly 
the best thing that could have ever 
happened. Hopefully I can convince 
some of the ESS staff to upgrade it 
to my version.

Vice Mitt

whose idea was it to 
make 6 faculties at uw?

a  mathN E WS  e d i tO r  w h O  h at e S 
i n S e rt i n g  p i Ct u r e S  i n tO  l ayO u t
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profquotES
senD mor quotez nxt tym plz & thx xoxo

engl 306a: clive forrester

“ You're going to have to memorize this shit, so get used to 
it.

“ Animals don't ruminate about a government controlled by 
unicorns.

math 225: shane bauman

“ the

clas 201: ronald kroeker

“ Has everyone had their lunch? Okay, then I can erase 
[these equations] from the board.

cs 480: carmen bruni

“ Lots of places hire mathematicians as spies. ...It's good to 
know math, I'm telling you.

“ I found out you can't place a Google maps marker on 
Bletchley Park.

rEviEWS NoBody WaNtS 
1: SaKura iSlaNd MiSo 
Soup
mathNEWS has seen a heavy drought of food reviews in the 
past n years, which is a problem that I hope to rectify.

Thus, I begin with the miso soup at Sakura Island. Sakura 
Island advertises itself as a source of “traditional food treats of 
Japan” and as the “only Japanese restaurant in Waterloo where 
you can taste the true aromatic Japanese dishes”. I don’t have 
a census of restaurants on hand, so this assertion will have to 
stand. More research is required.

the soup:

I ordered the Sakura Special Sashimi plate from the waiter, 
and was greeted by my bowl of miso soup about 4 minutes 
later. It was served without spoon (as is traditional), and was 
steaming pleasantly. The bowl was nicely warm in my hands, 
and was clean, a key criteria for soup bowls in my opinion.

The miso itself clumped fairly quickly, so if you aren’t 
drinking the soup quickly you’ll want to stir it pretty often. 
The taste itself was bland to start, but quickly grew inside of 
my mouth. The miso retains some texture, and provided a 
good counterpoint to the taste. The soup was a bit more salty 
than most, but pleasantly so. I found the aftertaste the most 

pleasant part of the whole experience, it left me satisfied and 
ready for the meal proper.

I paired the soup with the house sake, which turned out 
to be a bad idea. I recommend literally any other drink they 
feature, including water.

Overall, I give the soup 4 soybeans out of 5. It was pleasant, 
but the bland entry keeps it from a full 5. The sashimi was also 
decent.

Yahoo’s Bin Lock 

gamesNEWS
Hello Everyone,

New Games' director here, I'd like to say hi to everyone who's 
gonna be be here this spring, and to invite you all to our 
regular Board Games Night! It will be held every Thursday 
this term (and every other term) starting 6:30 in CnD (MC 3rd 
floor), and here are N reasons why you should come:

There will be free food! (Snacks and drinks!)

Everyone gets excited playing games, you'll make friends 
with everyone in no time! 

If you don't want to come alone to a new event full of 
unknown people, you can bring your friends along! (Even in 
the case where you're by yourself, you'll definitely find people 
to play with on the spot.)

The MathSoc shelves need some rest every once in a while. 
By taking games off the shelf, you're helping! (Seriously, have 
you seen our collection of board games? It's HUGE <3, and it's 
all for you to enjoy!)

You get to learn new games! 

You get to find people who enjoy the games you enjoy!

Everyone is welcome!  If you have any questions regarding 
Games night, or if you need help finding a game that suits 
your style and/or explaining the rules of a game you never 
played before, I will be on site to help. Meet you on Thursday!

Your new Games Director  
Hyped-up

<--Art, trust
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drop your gridWord solutions off at MC 3030. and yes, 
we do award points for creativity.

a  p e r p e t ua l ly B O r e d  mathN E WS  e d i tO r

across

1. Philistine
5. Grub
10. Gluttons
14. A usually chaotic evil large giant 
usualyl found in temperate hills (in 
3.5)
15. In great haste
16. Creative spark
17. Sinistral
18. Weaving
20. Screws
22. A nomic
23. Cloth measurements
24. Early
26. Summarize
30. Quicksilver
31. "___ any drop to drink": 
Coleridge
32. Spot
36. Maven
37. mathNEWS is always looking for 
more of this
41. Lift
42. Ice melter
44. Exclamation of surprise
45. Transistor doubling law 
namesake
47. Nostalgia
51. Fronts
54. Flew
55. Defeat
56. Assailed
60. Stone coffins
63. Legal prefix
64. Border lake
65. Eg. phylum

66. Computer operator
67. Greek H's
68. Fluttering
69. Articulates

down

1. Thick highlight
2. S-curve
3. "Carmina Burana" composer
4. Withdraw
5. Stone follower?
6. Surrounded by
7. Worn clothes
8. Namely (abbr.)
9. Carrier to Tokyo
10. Tot's toes
11. This is no laughing matter for 
learners
12. Variety
13. Lengthy narratives
19. WTO forerunner
21. Top dog
24. French party
25. Rank below marquis
26. Some corporal punishment
27. Between Bricker and Central
28. Fan
29. Set operation
33. Screen symbol
34. Metal necklace
35. Sword event
38. City on the Tiber
39. Not that
40. Run the show
43. Reveries
46. Complex Greek king

48. Edible root
49. A line of equal measure on a map
50. This term
51. Flare
52. In pieces
53. CeO2
56. Roll to the runway

57. Discovery grp.
58. Unlikely trick taker
59. Rows

61. Parents and teachers org.
62. A hedge

gridcoMMENt
It's a new term, hurrah. For those of you returning from a 
4-month co-op term, I am sorry to say that ConvolutED isn't 
here with your termly dose of skillfully crafted crosswords. I 
am here with rubbish instead.

Head forth and solve the gridWord: as usual, the most 
correct submission (either physically to our office in MC 
3030 or via email to mathnews@gmail.com) is eligible for a 
prize prepared by the editors. In the event of a tie for most 
correct, the tiebreaker is my favorite answer to this issue's 
gridquEStIoN, "What is the perfect drink to help cool down 
in warm weather?"

Regards, 
Zethar

p = np

p - np = 0

p(1 - n) = 0

p = 0 or n = 1
w e  C r aC K e d  a n  e g g  a n d 
t h i S  e q uat i O n  C a M e  O u t

gridWord
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